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The NIV Holy Bible for Girls, Journal Edition is the perfect way to apply Scripture to your everyday

life. Designed with the thoughtful writer in mind, a whimsical cover and journaling lines inspire

reflection in GodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Word. This Bible contains the full text of the bestselling New

International Version (NIV) translation.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Features include:Lines on each page for journaling

and notesThick paper perfect for any writing utensilA presentation page for gift givingA

Ã¢â‚¬Å“How to Use This BibleÃ¢â‚¬Â• page to get started on the right footRibbon markerThe

complete text of the bestselling New International Version (NIV)
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Please note that this review is of the hardcover edition published October 18, 2016. I picked this

bible solely because of the cover. I absolutely fell in love with it when I first saw it. I already have the

Beautiful Word bible and I love it too but this bible is a total clean slate. I get to decorate every page

with my own artwork and hand lettering. The margins are nice and wide. The pages hold up well for

just about every medium I have tried. I especially love the elastic band that holds it closed. I have

gotten so many complements on how pretty this bible is.The description states it is for girls, however

I am a woman over 40 and I love everything about it. I would recommend this bible to any woman

no matter how young or old. I can see this as a bible that a mother journals in and passes down to

her daughter. I can also see this as a bible that a young girl journals in as she grows not only in her

age but her journey with Christ. I find time to journal in this bible daily. It is the highlight of my day to



open up this beauty and express myself though art and the word of God.I voluntarily reviewed an

Advanced Reader Copy of this book.

First I'd like to suggest that this is a journaling Bible appropriate for girls of all ages, not just the

young'ns. ;)The cover of this Bible is a sturdy turquoise hardcover with a lovely foil design, featuring

gold, white and pink accents, and the spine is pretty, too!Please note that this Bible comes with

other cover options: pink, minty white, and purple, if the turquoise isn't quite what you're looking

for.The attached pink elastic band holds the Bible closed when not in use (Which is helpful in

protecting the spine of hardcover Bibles), and the turquoise passage marker ribbon helps to keep

your place.I did receive a copy of this Bible for the purposes of review. I only publish my own honest

thoughts and perceptions.The text is the very readable NIV, and while not the version I use to

memorize, a very good version for general Bible use/journaling. There are no additional printed

notes or study aids, so this will become a personalized Bible with the addition of your notes and

thoughts.The pages are thicker than the typical Bible, which allows them to hold up better to

highlighting, underlining, note-taking and drawing. I will observe that you can still see the text

through from the other side, so I wouldn't recommend using extremely bold coloring, unless you

don't mind it showing through.Each page has a nice wide, lightly lined column to use for writing

notes, thoughts, or adding drawings to the passage. I particularly appreciate that the lines are not

heavy or bold, so that if you wish to exercise your artistic abilities, the lines won't really detract from

that.My daughter was very drawn to the sparkly cover with it's butterfly and doily-like decorations~

again, definitely not a "little girls" Bible only. If you are contemplating using a Bible devotionally, and

planning to add notes or artwork, this would not be a bad choice, and I think it would also make a

lovely gift for someone, either as an encouragement or to mark a special occasion.

First of all, as first impressions go, this Bible is beautiful. The cover design is colorful but not overly

childish in presentation, which means that it is likely to appeal to all ages of girls. Including "older "

girls. Ahem. Personally, I love the look of this Bible enough that I plan on keeping it, even though I

have a Bible I currently enjoy.Second detail I find to be positive is the size. I measured the

dimensions at 8 1/4 inches tall and a bit over 6 1/4 inches across. It is compact but not too small.

The size is just right in my opinion. The thickness is just about 1 1/2 inches between the thick front

and back cover.The third detail adding to the overall attractiveness of this book, is the pink elastic

closure which compliments the tiny pink butterflies (and other pink shapes) adorning the turquoise,

white and gold designs on the outer cover.The light blue bookmark completes the eye pleasing



portion of the Bible's appeal.Moving beyond the superficial attributes of the Bible and getting to the

details of what makes it unique in the Bible Journaling realm. This is great for a gift and includes a

presentation page, as most Bibles do, after which is a "How To Use This Bible" page. The

suggestions are aimed at encouraging writing out questions and thoughts, drawing as a way to help

remember passages and stories, and even documenting diary style. There are some prompts as

well, to inspire and support godly thinking and reflection. There are minimal Bible helps, which is

fine by me. I love that this Bible prioritizes scripture while leaving all extra room for the Journaling

Girl 's ramblings. There are plenty of Study Bibles, and Bible helps available but I think this Bible

maintains its focus by being exactly what its says it is, a Journal Edition instead of attempting to do it

all. Obviously that would impact its size so, it seems rather impractical anyway.A feature I find

especially intriguing as one who writes in her Bible - more than draws, is the lines coordinating to

the lines of scripture. I pulled out the ruler to see if my eyes were deceiving me. The ability to note,

highlight or question on the accompanying line makes sense to me. I write in my Bibles frequently. I

think there is a decent amount of space to write and the size of the lines and font work. I think it

would also lend itself well to prayer, especially scripture prayers and affirmations.Of course those

who love to draw, sketch and doodle in their Bibles can have that freedom (the lines are not overly

dark) but also feel free to use the lines as guides for their notes or creativity.I noticed as of January

they are offering this Bible in Pink, Purple and Mint color options as well. Think it might be time for

"girls" of all ages to get their Bible Journaling on!
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